
Monday
10/05/2020

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Daily Language
Review: Q1W6 Monday
Column - Students
completed as morning
work Teacher will review
answers whole group.

Common and Proper
Nouns
Formative: Students will
participate in a review of
common and proper
nouns and complete a
formative assessment.

Analyzing Prompts: Te
acher will model how to
analyze informational
prompts and use the
Prompt Analysis Frame
to students. - Prompt:
How can kids improve
their community 2
DAYS
Standards

LAFS.5.W.1.2.a Introduce a
topic clearly, provide a
general observation and
focus, and group related

Tuesday
10/06/2020

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Daily Language
Review: Q1W6
TUESDAY Column -
Students completed as
morning work Teacher
will review answers
whole group.

Plural Nouns: Students
will complete worksheet
as a whole group to
review the rules for
plural nouns and create
examples.

Analyzing Prompts: Te
acher will model how to
analyze informational
prompts and use the

Wednesday
10/07/2020

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Daily Language
Review: Q1W6
WEDNESDAY Column -
Students completed as
morning work Teacher
will review answers
whole group.

Plural Nouns: Students
will answer singular and
plural noun questions
from the power point on
whiteboards to show
what they know about
nouns that end in s and
es

Analyzing Prompts: Te
acher will model how to
analyze informational

Thursday
10/08/2020

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
Daily Language
Review: Q1W6
THURSDAY Column -
Students completed as
morning work Teacher
will review answers
whole group.

Plural Nouns: Students
will work independently
to complete worksheet
on plural nouns. Teacher
will review whole group
for students to self check
work.

Paragraph of the
Week: Students will

Friday
10/09/2020

Special Area 8:00am -
9:20am

Writing 9:20am - 10:20am
FORMATIVE SPELLING
ASSESSMENT

FORMATIVE VOCABULARY
ASSESSMENT

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
Formative Assessment:
Understanding Cause &
Effect relationships in
Scientific and Historical
Texts - Space Travel

Genius Time/Novel Studies:
Students will be given time to
work on independent projects
monitored by the teacher.
These projects are chosen by
the student and have been
approved by the teacher.

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
Brainpop Video - American
Indians http://www.brainpop.c
om/socialstudies/ushistory/
americanindians/
Students will watch movie to

review information learned in
previous lessons. After
watching video students will
complete the online Brainpop
quiz for this video. QUIZ will
be taken for a grade.
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information logically; include
formatting (e.g., headings),
illustrations, and multimedia
when useful to aiding
comprehension.
LAFS.5.W.1.2.d Use precise
language and domain-
specific vocabulary to inform
about or explain the topic.
LAFS.5.W.2.5 With guidance
and support from peers and
adults, develop and
strengthen writing as needed
by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new
approach. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.3.8 Recall
relevant information from
experiences or gather
relevant information from
print and digital sources;
summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and
finished work, and provide a
list of sources. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.4.10 Write
routinely over extended time
frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single
sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and
audiences. (DOK 3)

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
Centers & Small
Group: Students will

Prompt Analysis Frame
to students. - Prompt:
discuss with your class
what people should do
to prepare
for hurricanes. 2 DAYS

Paragraph of the
Week: Students will
read the prompt given to
them and then
brainstorm ideas - 10
min
Standards

LAFS.5.W.1.2.a Introduce a
topic clearly, provide a
general observation and
focus, and group related
information logically; include
formatting (e.g., headings),
illustrations, and multimedia
when useful to aiding
comprehension.
LAFS.5.W.1.2.d Use precise
language and domain-
specific vocabulary to inform
about or explain the topic.
LAFS.5.W.2.5 With guidance
and support from peers and
adults, develop and
strengthen writing as needed
by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new
approach. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.3.8 Recall
relevant information from

prompts and use the
Prompt Analysis Frame
to students. - Prompt:
discuss with your class
what people should do
to prepare
for hurricanes. 2 DAYS

Paragraph of the
Week: Students will
write first draft using
brainstorm ideas from
yesterday.
Standards

LAFS.5.W.1.2.a Introduce a
topic clearly, provide a
general observation and
focus, and group related
information logically; include
formatting (e.g., headings),
illustrations, and multimedia
when useful to aiding
comprehension.
LAFS.5.W.1.2.d Use precise
language and domain-
specific vocabulary to inform
about or explain the topic.
LAFS.5.W.2.5 With guidance
and support from peers and
adults, develop and
strengthen writing as needed
by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new
approach. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.3.8 Recall
relevant information from

revise and write final
drafts

Standards
LAFS.5.W.1.2.a Introduce a
topic clearly, provide a
general observation and
focus, and group related
information logically; include
formatting (e.g., headings),
illustrations, and multimedia
when useful to aiding
comprehension.
LAFS.5.W.1.2.d Use precise
language and domain-
specific vocabulary to inform
about or explain the topic.
LAFS.5.W.2.5 With guidance
and support from peers and
adults, develop and
strengthen writing as needed
by planning, revising, editing,
rewriting, or trying a new
approach. (DOK 3)
LAFS.5.W.3.8 Recall
relevant information from
experiences or gather
relevant information from
print and digital sources;
summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and
finished work, and provide a
list of sources. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.4.10 Write
routinely over extended time

Standards
SS.5.A.2.2 Identify Native
American tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America (cliff dwellers and
Pueblo people of the desert
Southwest, coastal tribes of
the Pacific Northwest,
nomadic nations of the Great
Plains, woodland tribes east
of the Mississippi River).
SS.5.A.2.3 Compare cultural
aspects of Native American
tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America including but not
limited to clothing, shelter,
food, major beliefs and
practices, music, art, and
interactions with the
environment.
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work in table groups to
complete center rotation.
**Independent Reading
center will be a Nearpod
lesson that focuses on
Learning About Native
American Tribes. CODE:
BTYGU**

SMALL GROUP:
Teacher will pull
students to work on
individualized skills
based on need.

Cause & Effect: We will
begin a unit on
understanding cause and
effect and how it relates to
understanding scientific
and historical texts. Focus
Text - Sea Turtle Migration

experiences or gather
relevant information from
print and digital sources;
summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and
finished work, and provide a
list of sources. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.4.10 Write
routinely over extended time
frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single
sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and
audiences. (DOK 3)

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
Centers & Small
Group: Students will
work in table groups to
complete center rotation.
**Independent Reading
center will be a Nearpod
lesson that focuses on
Learning About Native
American Tribes. CODE:
BTYGU**

experiences or gather
relevant information from
print and digital sources;
summarize or paraphrase
information in notes and
finished work, and provide a
list of sources. (DOK 2)
LAFS.5.W.4.10 Write
routinely over extended time
frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single
sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and
audiences. (DOK 3)

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
Centers & Small
Group: Students will
work in table groups to
complete center rotation.
**Independent Reading
center will be a Nearpod
lesson that focuses on
Learning About Native
American Tribes. CODE:
BTYGU**

frames (time for research,
reflection, and revision) and
shorter time frames (a single
sitting or a day or two) for a
range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes, and
audiences. (DOK 3)

Reading 10:20am - 11:30am
Centers & Small
Group: Students will
work in table groups to
complete center rotation.
**Independent Reading
center will be a Nearpod
lesson that focuses on
Learning About Native
American Tribes. CODE:
BTYGU**

SMALL GROUP:
Teacher will pull
students to work on
individualized skills
based on need.
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Spelling Words
Q1W6: pedestrian,
pedicure, pedometer,
podiatrist, tripod,
counterfeit, counterpart,
counteract, contradict,
contrary

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
NATIVE AMERICAN
REGIONS: Students will use
a google slide presentation to
look up and find relevant
information about how Native
Americans of the different
regions lived and what their
traditions were. Once
completed students will bring
home packet to use a study
material and have to review
for tests. - SOUTHEASTERN
WOODLANDS

Students who finish early can
also log onto mrn365.com
with the username derose5th
and the password 5thgrade
and complete any of the
readings or activities in the
student dashboard to learn
more about Native
Americans.
Standards

SS.5.A.2.2 Identify Native
American tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America (cliff dwellers and
Pueblo people of the desert

SMALL GROUP:
Teacher will pull
students to work on
individualized skills
based on need.

Cause & Effect: We will
begin a unit on
understanding cause and
effect and how it relates to
understanding scientific
and historical texts.
FOCUS TEXT - Alexander
Graham Bell

Spelling Words
Q1W6: pedestrian,
pedicure, pedometer,
podiatrist, tripod,
counterfeit, counterpart,
counteract, contradict,
contrary

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm

SMALL GROUP:
Teacher will pull
students to work on
individualized skills
based on need.

Cause & Effect: We will
begin a unit on
understanding cause and
effect and how it relates to
understanding scientific
and historical texts.
FOCUS TEXT - How to
Press Flowers

Spelling Words
Q1W6: pedestrian,
pedicure, pedometer,
podiatrist, tripod,
counterfeit, counterpart,
counteract, contradict,
contrary

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm

Cause & Effect: We will
begin a unit on
understanding cause and
effect and how it relates to
understanding scientific
and historical texts.
FOCUS TEXT - Sleep and
Dreams

Spelling Words
Q1W6: pedestrian,
pedicure, pedometer,
podiatrist, tripod,
counterfeit, counterpart,
counteract, contradict,
contrary

Social Studies 11:30am -
12:00pm
NATIVE AMERICAN
REGIONS: Students will use
a google slide presentation to
look up and find relevant
information about how Native
Americans of the different
regions lived and what their
traditions were. Once
completed students will bring
home packet to use a study
material and have to review
for tests. NORTHEAST
(PACIFIC COAST)

Students who finish early can
also log onto mrn365.com
with the username derose5th
and the password 5thgrade
and complete any of the
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Southwest, coastal tribes of
the Pacific Northwest,
nomadic nations of the Great
Plains, woodland tribes east
of the Mississippi River).
SS.5.A.2.3 Compare cultural
aspects of Native American
tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America including but not
limited to clothing, shelter,
food, major beliefs and
practices, music, art, and
interactions with the
environment.

NATIVE AMERICAN
REGIONS: Students will use
a google slide presentation to
look up and find relevant
information about how Native
Americans of the different
regions lived and what their
traditions were. Once
completed students will bring
home packet to use a study
material and have to review
for tests. PLAINS

Students who finish early can
also log onto mrn365.com
with the username derose5th
and the password 5thgrade
and complete any of the
readings or activities in the
student dashboard to learn
more about Native
Americans.
Standards

SS.5.A.2.2 Identify Native
American tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America (cliff dwellers and
Pueblo people of the desert
Southwest, coastal tribes of
the Pacific Northwest,
nomadic nations of the Great
Plains, woodland tribes east
of the Mississippi River).
SS.5.A.2.3 Compare cultural
aspects of Native American
tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America including but not
limited to clothing, shelter,

NATIVE AMERICAN
REGIONS: Students will use
a google slide presentation to
look up and find relevant
information about how Native
Americans of the different
regions lived and what their
traditions were. Once
completed students will bring
home packet to use a study
material and have to review
for tests. SOUTHWEST

Students who finish early can
also log onto mrn365.com
with the username derose5th
and the password 5thgrade
and complete any of the
readings or activities in the
student dashboard to learn
more about Native
Americans.
Standards

SS.5.A.2.2 Identify Native
American tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America (cliff dwellers and
Pueblo people of the desert
Southwest, coastal tribes of
the Pacific Northwest,
nomadic nations of the Great
Plains, woodland tribes east
of the Mississippi River).
SS.5.A.2.3 Compare cultural
aspects of Native American
tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America including but not
limited to clothing, shelter,

readings or activities in the
student dashboard to learn
more about Native
Americans.

FINISHED RESEARCH
PACKET WILL BE TAKEN
FOR A GRADE
Standards

SS.5.A.2.2 Identify Native
American tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America (cliff dwellers and
Pueblo people of the desert
Southwest, coastal tribes of
the Pacific Northwest,
nomadic nations of the Great
Plains, woodland tribes east
of the Mississippi River).
SS.5.A.2.3 Compare cultural
aspects of Native American
tribes from different
geographic regions of North
America including but not
limited to clothing, shelter,
food, major beliefs and
practices, music, art, and
interactions with the
environment.
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food, major beliefs and
practices, music, art, and
interactions with the
environment.

food, major beliefs and
practices, music, art, and
interactions with the
environment.
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